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1.PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Overview
The Traffic library models the public transportation system of a city. So far there was no notion of time in 
the model. This project is about introducing time, in particular about adding moving objects such as 
passengers, trams or buses.  These objects are intended to move along itineraries, e.g. trams have a strict 
way, passengers can move “freely”, and have their own schedules. For that discrete time is needed. The 
model will be extended by timetables, so that passengers can take trams at the correct time and, maybe even 
find information about delays. 
In addition a basic 3D map widget component has to be implemented.
Scope of the work
·A basic 3D map widget component
·A base class for moving objects:  passengers, trams, buses and their visualizations
·Discrete time: week, day(day/night), hours, minutes
·Documentation: Document how the objects can be used, experience with these new elements
Intended results
·Working 3D map widget
·Discrete time in Traffic project
·Moving objects with itineraries and schedules
·Project documentation 
2.BACKGROUND MATERIAL
Reading list
·Bertrand Meyer: Object-Oriented Software Construction, 2nd edition, Prentice Hall, 1997 [2]
·Traffic documentation [3]
·Simula Begin [4]
·Articles about discrete time 3.PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Objectives and priorities
·Independent 3D map widget prio: 1
·Discrete time prio: 1
·Basic moving object with itineraries prio: 1
·Realistic itineraries(with delays)  prio: 2
·Animation of objects prio: 3
Criteria for success
Of course the objectives with highest priority should be achieved. Nevertheless a main criteria for the 
success of the project is that the implemented code is particularly clean (bearing in mind that Traffic is 
designed for students and has the explicit aim of providing a basis for qualitatively excellent code).
Method of work
I will implement the project with Eiffel Studio 5.6 and exchange the sources with the official CVS server.
The documentations will be in XML and written form.
Quality management
Documentation
The documentation will be ongoing in written form and, as usual in traffic projects, the traffic xml 
documentation file will be used. I am going to finish the documentation after the implementation and test 
phase. The documentation will outline how the implementation should be used and give an overview over 
which experiences were carried out while implementing the project. 
Validation steps
There are going to be regular meetings with the supervisor and after 15.02.2006 testing will constitute the 
main part of the project.
4.PLAN WITH MILESTONES
Project steps
Planning:
·ongoing meetings
·reading of articles about discrete time
·looking into traffic implementation
Implementation
·implementation of map widget
·introducing time into the model
·adding traveling objects
Testing
Documentation:
·document the steps taken
·examples
·experienceDeadline
Freeze date: 01.03.2006
Project deadline: 27.03.2006
Tentative schedule
Date Work
25.11.2005 Project plan 
23.12.2005 Basic 3D map widget component;
Look at discrete event simulation and the notion of 
simulated time
27.1.2006 Introduce time/day/night/week into Traffic ;
Passenger object with itinerary that can change 
traffic lines (a route with time) ;
Traffic object with itinerary following a path such 
as a bus/train/tram ;
Each station has the timetables of each line 
15.2.2006 Animated following of itinerary of both types of 
objects
Ongoing Documentation of the added components and 
experience report 
27.03.2006
Project End
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